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Robotics Process Automation 
- Transforming the way we do business
May, 2017



Understanding mega trends

ERP and shared services 
concepts fuelled the 
emergence and growth of 
centralized finance and 
accounting, HR, 
procurement, and other 
business functions

Offshore labour arbitrage and 
outsourcing has driven a new 
round of cost savings by 
lowering the human costs of 
performing the
associated services.

The next wave of cost savings is gathering pace, 
focused on replacing manpower with technology 
evolving from desktop automation to RPA to cognitive 
automation.





Why should you care?

30%–40%
of existing business 
process services are 

likely to be impacted by 
RPA

Gartner 

Cost reduction of35%–65% for 
onshore operations and 

10-30% for 
offshore operations

Institute for Robotic Process 
Automation

RPA is estimated to lead 
to 30%–35% 

reduction in entry level 
roles and increase mid 

level roles
Everest Group

Estimated that 85% 
of a typical firm’s 
processes can be 
automated. to 
FTEs could be replaced 
by 
McKinsey & Company



How Does it Work?RPA integrates with other technology to significantly reduce manual work: 

Robotics process automation (RPA):
A software solution that runs unattended, working like a virtual employee with legacy applications performing repetitive tasks reliably at the UI level

Other automation technologies:
A broad set of complementary technologies that can be brought together to automate a process

Divide up a task into pieces to be solved by 
technology, low-cost resources, and high-skill 
resources

Keyword-based character recognition

Optical character recognition (OCR)

Completion of auditable activity logs

Entering data into a system

Composing and sending emails

Rules-based processing and decision 
making

Comparing data sets

Reading, copying, aggregating data

Automation of clicks, data entry

Machine learning

Variable format processing

Adaptive behavior

RPA can provide advanced solutions to eliminate manual work – especially if used with other 
complementary technologies

Mathematical validations



RPA in action

Video Demos. http://bit.ly/EYrobotics

Data movement Digital enablement Virtual handling

1:41 Video Demo 2:19 video demo 1:42 Video Demo

Sourcing, lightly transforming 
and loading data for reporting, 
analytics, data profiling, and 
system testing and migration

Adding digital/mobile to 
application(s), such as 
customer preference/profile, 
sales or service transactions

Rapidly performing repetitive 
tasks otherwise done by 
humans to reduce cost, 
accelerate timing, improve 
reliability and reduce risk

Guidewire Claims Trial 
Balance



Clear, traceable benefits from RPA

Robotics improves data security, reduces impact of labor regulations, and strengthens control and governance

Benefits of RPA

Reduced errors 
(for automated 
process steps)

Improve auditability (every step could be logged), consistency, and control over error-prone manual activities that elevate risk, 
non-compliance, financial or reputational harm

Increased agility 
for transformation Enable quick wins and rapid value realization to expand margins or generate funding for  existing or new initiatives (e.g. Lean,

BPR, implementations, process improvement)

Savings in 
human efforts Reduce people expense by automating frequent manual repetitive tasks, improving exception handling and moving work to 

best location

Increased 
value-add talent

Improve knowledge worker value-add by increasing focus on highest return activities (e.g., focus on high value/core 
competencies - Innovation; Customer analytics; Competitor analysis; Product origination) and improve their 
satisfaction/retention by eliminating dull routines

Increase in speed 
of delivery Reduce end-to-end time to handle peak periods, meet deadlines, and smooth post-M&A integration by virtually connecting 

disparate systems and data sources

Customer 
satisfaction/ 
advocacy

Delighting the customer with differentiated and enhanced servicing and journey experiences, therefore improving retention 
and satisfaction

Examples



In addition RPA drives enterprise value

Sits alongside existing 
infrastructure, governed and 
controlled by IT

Emulates human execution of 
repetitive processes via existing 
user interfaces

Robots are virtual workforce
controlled by business operations 
teams

Time Significant increase in 
accuracy with on-time delivery 

<1 
year*Software robots work with 

existing IT architecture

Increased capacity to handle 
significantly higher 
transaction volumes

24/7 Automated solution works 
24/7 driving responsiveness

Cost Annual costs per bot <1/3 of 
off-shore resources *

<1 
year*Payback within a year

Fully maintained audit trail for 
compliance

4 to 6 
times 
faster*

Enhanced processing speed 
compared to human beings

*EY experience

With RPA, the software “bot” performs the activities its human predecessor used to by moving through and across the 
relevant applications with its own user name and passwords.



Moving towards a new operating model enabled by a virtual workforce

Regions
Segments
Business Units
Functions
IT
HR
Finance
Risk
Treasury
Tax

Regions
Segments
Business Units
Functions
IT
HR
Finance
Risk
Treasury
Tax
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Business units / Regions

Robotic Center of Excellence

COE Governance

Robotic Opns MgmtStandards &Methodology

Solution Configuration & Mgmt (SCM)

Centralized / Hub Operations

Business units / Regions Centralized Ops Virtual Workforce

Moving towards “Workforce of the Future”
► Emergence of “virtual workforce” capable of 

rapid scale up or down
► Clear separation of tasks between physical 

and virtual workforce 
► Enablement of current teams to take on more 

or new tasks
► Change in org structure & metrics in line with 

new operating model
► Robotic COE will add cognitive capabilities to 

virtual workforce



Evolution of RPA & cognitive automation

► Scripting of individual tasks
► Assists human staff with their activities
► Runs on each agent’s desktop
► Increases efficiency of workers
► Helps to consolidate information and provide  

consistent customer experience
► Assists in streamlining work and optimising 

processes

► Large scale unattended processing
► Must respond to fluctuation in system 

response, unknown events, unanticipated 
business scenarios without interruption

► Considers security, scheduling, audit, 
exception management

► Secure, centralized collection of 
management information, audit records, 
process logs

► 1:Many support requirement: 2 humans can 
supervise 200+ robots

► Aids or replaces subjective decision making 
based on large data samples

► Interprets contextual information and 
provides consistent reasoning

► Assists in the streamlining of processes  
and routing of enquiries

► Allows human-like reasoning to be applied 
in larger volumes, e.g., transaction 
monitoring, fraud identification, call filtering

Skill: Execution
Assistance Replacement Assistance Replacement

Desktop Automation Robotic Process Automation Cognitive Automation

Skill: Cognition

Assisting staff with process 
execution at their 

workstations

Removing staff from 
process execution in the 

database 

Assisting staff with decision making 
by filtering and providing quality 

data

Removing staff with cognitive 
learning in the data center



Going forward, your strategy must include virtual workforce

Virtual worker … Humans …
Handle immense volumes of 
disparate data and diverse 
tasks  effortlessly

Enable speed and innovation 
for growth and competitive 
advantage

Make mistakes, despite good 
intentions  (fat fingers, 

miscommunicate)

Only know what they 
individually know, at any 
precise moment in time 

Act through old habits, 
creating barriers to change 

Agility at industrial scale with 
less privacy and data 
exposure

One robot is a curiosity... A virtual workforce is differentiating.

value = speed x scaleMonetizing capabilities



Ways to put RPA into use



Ways to put robotics to work inside the business processes

IT
► Installation 
► File transfer protocol download, 

upload and backup
► Server application and monitoring
► Synchronizing, deleting and 

emptying folders
► File & email mgmt. 

HR
► Payroll
► Benefits administration
► Pay slip management
► Time and attendance management
► Recruiting process
► Education and training
► Compliance reporting

F&A
► Sales order
► Order to cash
► Collection
► Procure to pay
► Incentive claim
► Record to report
► Vendor setup
► Trend tracking 

The application scope is broad — penetrating for example 
finance and accounting, human resources, IT and Supply Chain

Supply chain 
► Master data mgmt.
► Work order mgmt. 
► Demand and supply planning 
► Quote, invoice and contract 

management
► Returns processing
► Freight management

80%
Reduction in payroll 

processing cost

30%
of the time spent by 
IT is almost  on low 

level taks

9-20%
of the cost to 

companies arise 
from supply chian 

problems

60%
Reduction in 

cost to process 
invoice

► High volume repetitive transactions 
► High levels of manual data capture and entry
► Interaction with multiple applications or 

systems
► Multiple tasks to perform a process
► Definable business rules and exceptions
► Data entry, validation and manipulation
► Data transfer between applications
► Automated formatting
► Copy and paste operations
► Login and logout of applications and emailing

Activities typically performed by RPA

Process characteristics to consider for RPA



A B C D E F G H I J K L
Operational
Accounting Procure to Pay General 

Accounting
Financial & 

External 
Reporting

Performance & 
Management

Reporting
Budgeting, 

Planning and 
Forecasting

Policy, Controls, 
Governance & 

Compliance
Internal Audit Treasury

Capital 
Management & 

Investments
Tax Planning & 

Accounting
Investor 

Relations

1
Loan Accounting

Strategic Sourcing Chart of Accounts 
Maintenance

Financial Reporting Responsibility 
Reporting Strategic Planning Accounting Policy & 

Gov.
Risk & Control 
Framework

Debt/Equity 
Management Capital Planning Tax Planning Stakeholder ID and 

Analysis

2
Investment Accounting Vendor Administration Allocations & 

Adjustments
Regulatory Reporting

Org profit reporting
Annual Budget Regulatory Policy & 

Gov. Functional Auditing
FX Management Capital Structure and 

Asset level
Tax Accounting / Tax 
data management Stakeholder 

engagement

3
Insurance Accounting

Contract Negotiations
Journal Entry 
Processing

Reporting Product Profitability Quarterly/ Rolling 
forecast Statutory Policy & Gov. Consultation

Liquidity Management Business Case 
Support

Tax accounting / 
Analysis Stakeholder relations

4 Reinsurance 
Accounting

Accounts Payable Reconciliations Statutory Reporting Customer Profitability
Earnings Forecast Mgmt. Accounting 

Policy & Gov.
Cash Management Acquisitions & 

Divestitures
Tax accounting /
Preparation and review Corporate 

Communications

5 Fund Accounting
Requisitions & PO 
Processing

Inter-company 
Transactions Audit Support

Fund Profitability Internal Process & 
Controls

Capital Strategy
Project Accounting

Tax compliance Rating Agency 
Relations

6
Accounts Receivable

Payroll Consolidation Cost Development
SOX Compliance Bank Relations Tax controversy/

tax audits

7 Billing & Collections Exp Accounting & 
Reimbursement

Close Cost Allocations Tax & Treasury Policy Treasury Strategy

8 Dispute Resolution Fixed Asset 
Accounting Funds Transfer Pricing

Finance Master Data 
Governance

Global Economics

9 Policy Accounting Securities Pricing & 
Product Control Ad hoc Reporting

10
Legal Entity Mgmt/ 
maintenance

Analytics & Decision 
Support

Application of RPA on finance processes

Situationally valuable

Eliminate Material Human Effort Get more value from knowledge workersReduce costly errors; improve quality Shorten critical path; Accelerate activities



Finance Process Automation 
Opportunity Illustrative Use Case

• Invoice data entry
• Error / hold resolution
• Draft emails for resolutions

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Specific use cases to consider for finance

Eliminate Material Human Effort Get more value from knowledge workersReduce costly errors; improve quality Shorten critical path; Accelerate activities



Vendors and risks



RPA software tools are a diverse and continuously evolving market

RPA technology vendors
Not Exhaustive

► The landscape is rapidly developing
► An innovative, high growth technology; EY expects to 

see the marketplace continue to change as it reaches 
maturity in the coming years

► The software bots will grow increasingly smarter and 
more capable as artificial intelligence and machine 
learning become more mainstream



A lack of robotics governance can lead to ineffective and inefficient process 
automation and an inability to support and meet business requirements.

Robotics access management is ineffectively managed leading to the compromise of systems, applications and their associated data.

Process automation requirements are not appropriately or accurately identified and documented leading to robotics developments that do not meet business needs or support the business/IT strategy resulting in a negative impact on business processes and financials.
Robotics implementations are not appropriately designed and tested leading to 
requirements not being met or a negative impact on production systems resulting in 
a negative impact on the business and financial losses.

Automation problems are not timely identified and managed leading to a delay in 
their resolution and resulting in a negative impact to business processes.

1
2
3
4
5

A Robotics Governance framework is defined and maintained, 
including leadership, processes, roles and responsibilities, 
information requirements and organizational structure 
required to ensure support is aligned to business objectives.

Due diligence is performed over robotics vendors to evaluate 
the risk of the vendor at the onset of the relationship and on a 
periodic basis

Robotics access control is managed and proper 
authentication methods are implemented and consistently 
enforced to prevent unauthorized access.

Robotics change and development requirements are clearly 
and concisely documented and mapped to business needs to 
ensure that the changes agree with the business strategy.

Implementation, testing, and support requirements are 
developed and communicated to both business and IT 
stakeholders.

Automation problems and errors are evaluated, corrected, 
tracked and communicated in a timely manner through 
resolution.

Top RPA Risks Illustrative Controls for Top Risks

6 Risks are not effectively mitigated for robotics vendor relationship and outsourced 
services, leading to financial and reputation exposure.


